Let ideas
cook
in
our
ta sty
co work
space!

Hello fellow changemakers!
Whatever your business is:
We love it!
Our co-work space is not you regular 9 to 5 facility. Kitchen59
has been designed in a way that it provides you with a place
in which you can realize your dreams, change the status quo,
give back or to simply be inspired by fellow changemakers,
entrepreneurs and creatives.

20 min

15 min

15 min

10 min

hot locations

We strongly believe in being
the connected community.
At our co-work space you can connect with like-minded
souls from different fields. Also, as we’re located at Sofia’s
upcoming
hotspot
Hipodruma
neighborhood
we’re
centered around metro and tram stations. Easily accessible
within 5 minutes walking directly connecting you with
Interexpo centre, Sofia Business Park or city centre. We
support eco-friendly transport solutions and provide
electrical car and bike charging stations with sufficient
parking. Whatever means of transport tickle your fancy,
you’ll reach us in no-time!

Now let's see what's cookin!
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What a great deal!
You get to change the world with great
people to meet!
And as a bonus: Your business thrives!

Half day Full day

The co-workin' ingredients

BGN 30

BGN 50

Monthly
BGN 349

Yearly
first
month
free

Flexible hot desk
Curated calendar of events and workshops
Phone booth*
Meeting room(s)*
Dedicated Chief Host(ess) and Community Manager
Monthly casual community event
A healthy and delicious breakfast
Coffee breaks
Demo theatre or Rooftop theatre (weather permitting)*

Podcast equipment

Address registration for you and/or your business

AND MORE:
Unique spaces for
private events*

Secure underground
bicycle parking lot

*available upon reservation only

Filtered water stations

Personal parking spot
(included in one-year
membership)
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How to get into our
cookin'studio?

MONTHLY

&

We are a place that supports communities and creates the best working and
staying environment!

That’s why our application form contains a few questions that we would love for
YEARLY
you to answer before you can get in and subscribe for a monthly or a yearly plan!
SUBSCRIBTIONS We hope you don’t mind, but we really love to get to know our people so we
always create tailor made experiences and a great working environment! You
can directly take a look at the form by clicking on the link right here:
Apply here

DAILY PASSES

Experience our bright and green working spaces before jumping in full - time?
Mix with our ever-changing community of international residents and be exposed
to a wide range of benefits, professionals and experiences in various trending
fields!
You can book a whole day pass BGN50 or an afternoon pass BGN30 directly at
the lobby of Kitchen59. However, we do advise you to give us a quick call in
advance to make sure that there is a spot for you.
call

AVAILABILITY
&
PAYMENTS

There’s limited availability – so apply quickly! We’ll respond to all applications
within 2-3 days (but keep an eye on your inbox, we might surprise you earlier). You
can directly apply by clicking here or if you send us an e-mail at
reservations@kitchen59.bg

Payments require to be on our account at least 1 day prior to the subscription
start date. We are very flexible so you don’t have to worry about paying on time.
If you wish to cancel the subscription you may do this any time and your
subscription will end automatically on the last day of your current subscription.

GOOD TO
KNOW

If you sign up, be aware that you’ll be part of the daily hustle and bustle that
comes with any hotel environment. This could mean we might ask you every now
and then to scoot over and make a little room for events (or you could
camouflage, smile, wave and stay seated). We’ll always try to inform you about
this in advance.
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An environment that
suits you and
your business!

FLEXIBLE

Flexible booking durations and cancellation policy allows you
and your business to carefree ‘hover’ through the current
Covid-19 pandemic.

AWESOME
SUPPORT

Dedicated Chief Hostess and Community Manager who owns
your entire guest experience journey. From expanding your
network with new contacts to organizing your product launch
or just being that listening ear. Nothing is too much to ensure
we bond!

HEALTH &
HYGIENE

Health and hygiene measures were implemented prior to
COVID-19 and as such part of our DNA. Think mobile phone
access to the rooms and no-touch public bathroom
installations.

SECURITY

A secured car-, bicycle, scooter parking with electrical
charging stations. 24-hour around the clock staff presence
supported by video surveillance.

BONUS
PERKS

You even are allowed to invite your colleagues, business
partners or family for 2 nights at Kitchen59! You might find
yourself signing that important funding!
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FAQ
&
All things
Money

Payment details?
When booking you will be requested to pay in time for the funds to arrive into our account at
least 1 day prior to the start of your subscription*
*included only for full day, monthly & yearly subscriptions

What is included in my rate:
All of our memberships come with unlimited access to our lobby, rooftop and vo-work spaces. It
includes daily coffee breaks* and a monthly community event. We offer superfast Wi-Fi and
wired internet, dedicated hosts and community manager. But to ensure your stay is future and
creative proof we offer podcast equipment, screening room availability and during summer
offer our rooftop as a cinematic venue. For your comfort we add a parking spot in our garage*
as well as address registration*. All you have to do now is apply, sign up and attend our curated
event calendar for you to connect with the Sofia changemaker community.
*included only for full day, monthly & yearly subscriptions

Can my friends, business partners and family visit?
For subscriptions > 6 months continuously we throw in 2 nights in one of our celebrity chef’s
rooms for you to invite and impress your family, friends or business partner. Of course they are
more than welcome to join you anytime, even when they don’t stay overnight with us. Be aware
that sometimes it is awesomely busy that we have to close access to some facilities.

What is the cancellation policy?
Cancellations can be done up to the last day of your membership.
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Spice up
your stay!

MEAL & DRINK
DEALS

ROOFTOP
PARTIES

We are masters at setting up the right vibe for some quality
after work drinks! Get your crew over and tell us what you like,
we'll have a nice area in the rooftop for you to celebrate
those boring Mondays.

CHEF'S TABLE
DINNER

Nothing beats an after work team dinner where you find that
last bit of inspiration for that ‘oh so important’ next day
investor pitch.

BOARD
MEETINGS

SOUNDS
GOOD?
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We offer tasty meals, sandwiches, soups, juices and
beverages for both take away or to simply enjoy at our deli at
Kitchen59.

When it comes to decision making we have the perfect room
to do so. After you have the signatures secured we can
transform the room in a couple of minutes into an awesome
dinner space to celebrate that milestone. Ask your community
manager for availability.

BOOK A TOUR HERE

What's Sofia cooking
for you:

start-up
Bulgaria has a flourishing startup
and
entrepreneurial
ecosystem!
According
to
Dealroom's Darren Staufer With
15% of the startups developed in
Bulgaria labeled as deeptech,
the country might be the next
CEE
deeptech
capital.
According to their data, Sofia is
the third largest tech hub in CEE
by the number of VC rounds
over the past six years. Also
Sofia was named one of the top
startup capitals by Forbes and
that trend is only becoming
steadier!

food
Did you know that Sofia is a
rising food hub? It has more
than 1800+ restaurants including
street food, fine dining, and
bistros
together
with
our
partners at HRC Academy we
want to make sure that the food
culture
round
only
grows
stronger and better!

night life
Sofia is one of the best party
locations
on
the
Balkans!
Containing various night clubs ,
hidden underground bars and
obviously great rooftops like
ours, it is the preferred spot for
music lovers and party animals.

59 Tsar Boris III, Blvd,
Sofia, 1612, Bulgaria

www.kitchen59.bg
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